Situate™ Delivery System

The Situate™ delivery system is a powerful delivery room safety tool that detects missing sponges within seconds, minimizing the uncertainty of manual sponge counts with one simple and intuitive system.

The user-friendly interface offers on-screen prompts to ensure compliance and clearly indicates the presence or absence of remaining sponges.
MINIMIZING THE UNCERTAINTY OF MANUAL SPONGE COUNTS

Situate™ Delivery System
Labor and delivery is a dynamic and highly variable setting. This innovative detection technology supplements manual counting.

Identifies missing sponges within seconds
- Room scanning mode enables quick identification of missing sponges to help reconcile miscounts

Actively helps reduce potential for retained sponge incidents¹
- Accurate and fast detection in the birthing canal
- Non-intrusive design enables post delivery vaginal scan

For an efficient clinical experience
- Portable for use in multiple labor and delivery suites
- Self guided instructions
- Ergonomic grip for user comfort